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ABSTRACT In an era of information explosion, dealing with massive data has become a problem. Since
DeoxyriboNucleic Acid (DNA) is a high-density storage mediumwith long storage endurance, a DNA based
storage system is a viable solution. The first consideration of a DNA storage system is the DNA codes, which
can avoid non-specific hybridization of DNA strands in the hybridization reaction process by using related
constraints, such as Hamming distance constraints, GC-content constraints, and no-runlength constraints.
A K-means Multi-Verse Optimizer (KMVO) algorithm is proposed to construct a better code boundary than
the previous Multi-Verse Optimizer (MVO) algorithm that satisfies the above constraints. Our results can
store information more efficiently over a given length, increasing storage utilization.

INDEX TERMS DNA code design, DNA storage, k-means, MVO algorithm.

I. INTRODUCTION
Methods of data storage trace back to ancient times, when
people used a rope to record important information. In mod-
ern times, people use CDs, floppy disks, and hard disks to
store information. However, with the development of indus-
try and information technology, the exponential growth of
data has become a challenge to data-storage technology [1].
If people want to store and utilize more information, they
need denser, less costly storage media [2]. Electronic sci-
ence and technology have also led to the growth of e-waste,
so we need to find other storage media [3]. As a high-density
storage medium, DNA has high storage capacity and long-
term stability. With four nucleotides (nt), including adenine
(A), thymine (T ), cytosine (C), and guanine (G) [4], DNA as
storage medium capacity is twice binary, and the theoretical
information density about 1,018 B/mm3. Moreover, DNA
data can be stored for many years under adaptive condi-
tions. Nevertheless, the cost of reading and writing DNA
data remains high. But, with the recent rapid development of
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DNA synthesis and sequencing methods, DNA storage has
potential as a competitive storage solution.

Bornholt et al. [5] used wet experiments to demonstrate
that the polymerase chain reaction can be used to ran-
domly access a DNA storage pool while also indicating
the long-term effectiveness of DNA as an archival stor-
age medium. Nguyen et al. [6] presented a report on the
long-term stability and integrity of plasmid-based DNA data
storage. They used a Perl script to encode a 2,046-word DNA
sequence and synthesized the encodedDNA sequence to store
the information. The plasmid DNAwas placed under acceler-
ated aging conditions (AAC) and showed no differences up to
65 ◦C for 20 days. Finally, the source data were retrieved by
sequencing and decoded, and the text was read with 100%
accuracy, proving the long-term stability and integrity of
Plasmid-Based DNA data storage technique. Tomek et al. [7]
used chemical methods to extract unique files from a com-
plex DNA database that mimicked 5 terabytes of data, and
designed and tested a nested file address system. The theo-
retical capacity of a DNA storage system has increased by
five orders of magnitude than previous work. Chen et al. [8]
increased the density of long-term DNA storage, using silica
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spheres to reach 10 times the current state-of-the-art. A layer-
by-layer (LbL) design was used to bond magnetic nanoparti-
cles through alternating layers, while a protective silicon layer
was grown on top to protect the DNA from external sources
of damage. Accelerated aging showed that the degradation
rate was significantly reduced compared with the unprotected
DNA of a control group. Takahashi et al. [9] realized the
5-byte automatic write, save and read functions through the
modular design of DNA storage, which can be extended
by new technologies. Wang et al. [10] monitored the long-
term storage of DNA by ddPCR. Heckel et al. [11] found
that intramolecular errors were mainly due to synthesis and
sequencing, qualitative and quantitative analysis of DNA data
storage channels helps guide the design of future DNA data
storage systems. Other interesting ways of storing DNA have
been proposed, using bio-binding codes [12] and electronic
bio-mixing systems [13].

DNA coding focuses on quality and quantity. By building
higher-quality code and larger code sets, we can solve larger
problems and get more reliable results. Regrettably, these two
indicators are contradictory, and the number of codes will
decrease as their quality increases. The primary objective in
DNA storage is to avoid non-specific hybridization of a set of
DNA codes. Second, it is necessary to construct a sufficiently
large code set under the condition that the Combination con-
straint is satisfied, so our focus is on the number of codes.
The problem of constructing DNA storage codes translates to
one of constructing the largest set of coded sequences.

The Microvenus project initiated by Joe Davis aims to
store non-biological data such as images in DNA and
encode them based on molecular sizes CTAG (C-1, T-2, A-3,
G-4) [14], e.g., 10101→CCCC, 100101→CTCCT. However,
due to a flaw in decoding, C can decode to 0 or 1, resulting
in many errors [15]. This pioneering DNA-storage method
has not been widely used because inconsistencies before
and after decoding lead to errors [16]. Garzon and Deaton
provided a complete definition of code problems in DNA
computing [17]. (1) The reaction product satisfies the con-
straints. (2) No errors occur during the biochemical reaction.
Ross et al. [18] proposes that the reaction product not only
requires high stability but also can be successfully decoded
into the solution of the original problem. A DNA-based stor-
age system was designed to support random access and arbi-
trary locations for rewriting data blocks to overcome the
shortcomings of current read-only systems [19]. In DNA
storage, information is stored as oligonucleotides. It has
been confirmed that an operation with too high or too low
GC content is prone to errors [17]. Therefore, scientists
believe that DNA sequences are robust to errors in data
storage procedures when GC content is locally stable at
50%. Hong et al. [20] introduced algebraic number theory
to DNA codes de-sign, and obtained a set of larger DNA
codes set that satisfy the constraints of GC content and the
code set content. Gabrys et al. [21] introduced an asymmetric
error-correction code to correct errors based on DNA systems
and transmission systems. Song et al. [22] used two binary

bits to map directly to one nucleotide. Although the code
rate is close to the theoretical channel capacity, processing
after iteration may cause serious transmission errors during
decoding. Immink et al. [23] designed a constraint code with
a capacity close to that to avoid this situation, and the long
homopolymer that appeared was replaced by the sequence
method to run, but a GC-content constraint was not consid-
ered. Bornholt et al. [5] proposed a new method to link short
codes that only satisfy homopolymer operating constraints
with long DNA sequences. However, the GC content and
complexity of DNA short chains in long sequences were not
guaranteed. Yazdi et al. [24] deduced the size of the WMU
and the boundaries of the various constrained WMU codes to
avoid primer dimers.

We propose a K-means Multi-Verse Optimizer (KMVO)
algorithm to improve the situation of code constraints in DNA
storage. DNA codes can reduce non-specific hybridization
between different codes and have the three main constraints
of Hamming distance, GC content, and no-runlength. We use
the KMVO algorithm to construct the codes in the DNA store.
Our improved algorithm is inspired by the recent wormhole
theory [25] and theory of the livable planetary agglomeration
belt. Based on the latter, the idea of clustering is introduced to
Multi-Verse Optimizer (MVO) to accelerate the convergence
rate. Wormhole crossing makes the MVO algorithm jump out
of local optima and expand the search range.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 describes the constraints of the code set in DNA
storage. Section 3 introduces the mechanism and model of
the MVO algorithm and our improvement based on k-means.
K-means is a clustering algorithm with simple formula and
good classification effect. Section 4 includes the results and
analysis. Section 5 concludes the article with a general out-
look.

II. DNA CODE CONSTRAINTS
The purpose of the code set design in DNA storage is to
construct a collection of DNA strands of a given length n.
These generated code words form a code set that makes more
efficient use of DNAbases.Wewish tomake the set of a given
length as large as possible, make the DNA more stable, and
reduce the error in the equation.

A. HAMMING DISTANCE CONSTRAINT
For any pair of DNA sequences x, y in the set, the Hamming
distance constraint is denoted as H(x,y) ≥ d, where H(x,y)
denotes the number of positions at which the corresponding
symbols are different in between x and y [26]. The Hamming
distance is calculated as

H (x, y) =
n∑
i=1

h(xi, yi), h(xi, yi) =

{
0, xi = yi
1, xi 6= yi

(1)

The Hamming distance is used to describe the magnitude
of the similarity of the two sequences, and the smaller the
value, the higher the similarity. This means that the fewer
the number of different bases between the two DNA codes,
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the greater the number of identical bases; hence, there is
a greater probability of non-specific hybridization between
DNA sequences.

B. GC-CONTENT CONSTRAINT
The GC-content constraint is the ratio of the total number of
bases G and C in a DNA strand. Generally, GC-content is
about 50% and is not prone to error and stability. Here, we set
GC-content to 50% [27].

The GC-content for a sequence of length x is denoted as
GC(x). The GC-content constraint specifies that GC(x) =⌊
n
/
2
⌋
, we use the following formula to calculate the

GC-content:

GC(x) =
|G| + |C|
|x|

. (2)

where |G| and |C| respectively represent the number ofG and
C in the code, and |x| is the length of sequence x.

C. NO-RUNLENGTH CONSTRAINT
The DNA code should not include duplicate bases. Running
the same nucleotides for a long time can lead to errors in
DNA codes [28]. For example, in ATTTAC, T is repetitive,
so in synthesis and sequencing, it is easy to read a long T as
a short T , increasing the loss rate of DNA information and
reducing the read/write coverage. There is a sequence A (a1,
a2, a3. . . an) of length n:

Ai 6= Ai+1 i ∈ [1,n-1] (3)

We define AGC,NL(n, d,w) as the largest set of DNA codes
that satisfy the GC-content and no-runlength constraints for
given parameters n, d.

III. ALGORITHM DESCRIPTION
A. MVO ALGORITHM
The Belgian astronomer and cosmologist Georges Lemaitre
proposed the big bang hypothesis in 1927. This theory sug-
gests that the universe originated from a huge explosion,
i.e., everything came from a big bang [29]. In a multiverse,
multiple universes interact, such as by attracting each other
and colliding. The multiverse theory has the key concepts of
black holes, white holes, and wormholes, which inspired the
MVO algorithm [30]. The universe is always expanding, so a
universe has an expansion rate (eternal expansion). This has a
big impact on the properties of matter, such as the adaptability
of life to planets and asteroids, and the laws of physics (e.g.,
the gravitational acceleration of Mars is 4/9 that of Earth).
The cyclic multi-universe model [31] states that multiple
universes can exchange matter through black/white holes to
achieve a stable state. The concept underlying MVO [30] is
that matter moves from low-complexity universes to highly
adaptive universes, increasing the average fitness value of all
solutions.

To better establish a model for multiverse theory, we first
sort the universes according to the standardized inflation rate

and then use roulette during each iteration to select a uni-
verse with a white hole. The search space is explored by the
black/white hole mechanism. The higher a universe’s expan-
sion rate, the more likely it is to create white holes and to
transfer objects [30].We believe that wormholes can transport
substances at will without considering the expansion rate. We
assume that wormholes are frequently established between
the current universe and the best universe. The expression of
the wormhole is

xij=


{
Xj+TDR×((ubj−lbj)×r4+lbj), r3<0.5 r2<WEP
Xj−TDR×((ubj−lbj)×r4+lbj), r3≥0.5

xijr2 ≥ WEP,

(4)

where Xj denotes the jth substance of the best universe cur-
rently created, the boundaries of the jth material are ubj and
lbj, and r2, r3, and r4 are random numbers in the interval [0,
1].
In the MVO algorithm [30], a series of random universes

are first initialized. Matter in a universe can be transmitted
in two ways at each iteration. First, each universe tends to
produce white holes and optimal universe material exchange.
Second, through the black/white tunnel, a high-expansion
universe transmits matter to a low-expansion universe. In this
paper, the relevant parameters (TDR, WEP, p) are consistent
with the literature [30]:

WEP = min+(max−min)×
l
L

(5)

TDR = 1−
l1/p

L1/p
(6)

B. KMVO ALGORITHM
In theMVOalgorithm, an individual’s updatemainly depends
on the size of the expansion rate, and random updates occur
based on the current optimal global and parameter WEP.
Since the optimal value in the early stages of the algorithm is
often too far from the true value, this strategy will increase the
probability that the algorithm will fall into a local optimum
and may cause the convergence speed to decline.

To solve the above problems, we introduce the worm-hole
theory and the theory of the livable planetary agglomeration
belt. Based on the theory of the livable planetary agglomera-
tion belt [32], we assume there may be a universe-gathering
belt, whose different universes have similar characteristics,
in the multiverse. From this conjecture, we introduce the
k-means clustering algorithm to MVO and cluster the ini-
tial universe, hoping to improve the performance of MVO.
The division of objects is practical in many fields such
as statistics, biology, and computational science. Dividing
several objects into k categories is the basic idea of par-
titioning [33]. As number of objects increases, it may not
be practical to list all of number. Nevertheless, the small
number of initial universes in our algorithm is suitable for
this simple and efficient calculation method. It is valuable to
provide division within a reasonable calculation time. The
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FIGURE 1. Wormhole cross.

TABLE 1. Meanings of parameters.

k-means clustering algorithm was proposed in the 1950s,
it is still popular [34-37], and researchers are interested in
improving it. The algorithm divides bidirectional bimodal
data into k classes (n1, n2, n3. . . nk ), where nk is the set of
nk objects in the k category, and k is the set category to
be divided. This is useful for solving problems and classi-
fying them before optimization. The advantage of k-means
is its low complexity and its simple, effective formula [38].
We use k-means to overcome MVO’s slow convergence
speed, speed up the optimization, and reduce the number
of iterations. At the same time, we improved the worm-
hole cross in the MVO algorithm according to the latest
wormhole theory [25]. A wormhole can instantaneously
transfer matter between any two universes. Then wormholes
may not only be created between the universe and the best
universe, but other universes may also have wormholes.
As shown in Fig.1, creating a black hole at the t posi-
tion causes Universe1 and Universe2 to exchange matter
under the action of a black hole. We call this a wormhole
cross.

In the KMVO algorithm, each time the universe position is
updated, the universe is clustered into the optimal and worst
class, these are wormhole crossed, and the result is entered
into the next iteration together with the optimal class. The
wormhole cross can not only enrich the diversity of the uni-
verse but also jump out of a local optimum. The pseudo-code
and flowchart Fig.2 are as follows.

C. EXPERIMENT ENVIRONMENT
A simulation test was run on an Intel Core i7 3.6-GHz CPU
with RAM 4 GB in MATLAB 2018a; the results are shown
in Tables 3-8. Map four bases to numbers 0-3 when we
construct a DNA code set (T-0, C-1, G-2, A-3) in KMVO
program. Some key parameters and their meanings are shown
in Table 1.

FIGURE 2. KMVO algorithm flowchart.

TABLE 2. Unimodal benchmark functions.

D. BENCHMARK FUNCTIONS
To test the performance of the improved algorithm, we used
13 benchmark functions [39]–[41] for test comparison.
No algorithm can solve all problems, and the test function
can’t get the best results. One algorithm cannot achieve
the best result on all test functions. We selected 13 test
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TABLE 3. Multi-modal benchmark functions.

functions including 7 high-dimensional unimodal functions
and 6 high-dimensionalmultimodal functions. These 13 func-
tions are representative of optimization problems, and testing
with them can well explain the optimization performance of
the algorithm. To improve the credibility of the test results,
we placed constraints on the range of values of the test
functions.

The 13 test functions were each run 30 times, and their
average values and standard deviations were compared.
Among them, PSO is a stochastic optimization algorithm
that imitates group behavior, GA is the first representative
evolutionary algorithm, and GSA is the best algorithm based
on physics. The maximum number of iterations was set to
500. The results ofMVO,GWO,GSA, PSO, andGA are from
a previous work, namely Mirjalili’s work [30]. Tables 2 and 3
list the test functions used. We also performed Wilcoxon’s
nonparametric rank sum detection and evaluated the results.
Due to the randomness of the heuristic algorithm, the statisti-
cal run sum test result p is more convincing for the advantages
of the algorithm. When p>0.05, the advantage of the KMVO
algorithm is statistically significant in most cases. F1-F7 are
high-dimensional unimodal functions with global optimality,
so they are suitable for universal testing of the algorithm.
F7-F13 are high-dimensional multi-modal functions with
multiple local optimal solutions and one global optimal solu-
tion, and the number of local optimal solutions increases with

the dimension. This adds difficulty to the solution, and it can
better reflect the ability of an algorithm to search and to jump
out of local optima.

IV. RESULTS
A. HIGH-DIMENSIONAL UNIMODAL FUNCTION
To test the performance of KMVO, it was compared with
algorithms such as MVO and PSO. Tables 4 and 5 list the
results of each algorithm running independently 30 times for
F1-F7.

From Tables 4 and 5, both the average value and standard
deviation of proposed algorithm are smaller than other algo-
rithms for functions F2 and F5. Compared with the MVO
algorithm, the mean for F2 is reduced by four times, and the
variance by two orders of magnitude. The standard deviation
of the test function for F4 is zero. The results of each run
are stable at 30 runs, indicating the superiority of KMVO.
For the test F3, our algorithm lags behind the previous MVO
algorithm. This may be due to the large optimization interval
of the F3 function, for which our algorithm did not converge
well in the early stage.

B. HIGH-DIMENSIONAL MULTIMODAL FUNCTION
Tables 6 and 7 list the results of F7-F13 running 30 times
independently. Compared with the unimodal function, the
multimodal function has more local optimal solutions,
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TABLE 4. Average result of unimodal benchmark functions.

TABLE 5. SD result of unimodal benchmark functions.

TABLE 6. Average result of multi-modal benchmark functions.

TABLE 7. SD result of multi-modal benchmark functions.

which presents certain obstacles to an algorithm’s
solving function. Due to the complexity of the high-
dimensional multimodal function, accurate results are more

important than fast convergence. The number of local optimal
solution of the high-dimensional multimodal function also
increases with the dimension.
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KMVO Pseudo-Code
for each universe indexed by i

Update WEP and TDR
Black_hole_index = i;
for each object indexed by j

r1 = random([0,1]);
if r1<NI(U i)

White_hole_index =
RouletteWheelSelection(-NI);
U(Black_hole_index,j) =
SU(White_hole_index,j);

end if
r2= random([0,1]);
if r2<Wormhole_existence_probability

r3= random([0,1]);
r4= random([0,1]);
if r3<0.5

U(i,j) = Best_universe(j)+Travelling_
distance_rate∗ ((ub(j)- lb(j)) ∗ r4
+ lb(j));

else
U(i,j) = Best_universe(j)+Travelling_
distance_rate∗ ((ub(j)- lb(j)) ∗ r4
+ lb(j));

end if
end if

end for
If Time<MaxTime/2

Buniverse= clustering(Universes, Best_universe);
Buniverse = exchange(BUniverses,1);

end if
end for

FIGURE 3. The convergence curve is compared at F3.

From Tables 6 and 7, the average value and the standard
deviation of proposed algorithm are significantly lower than
MVO [30]. The mean and variance of F13 are close to zero.
This is a good result of using k-means clustering in the early
stage of the algorithm. For F11, the optimization function has
a large optimization range and the previous MVO algorithm
has close to 0.001, so our algorithm does not greatly improve

FIGURE 4. The convergence curve is compared at F12.

the result of the function. The significance of comparing the
mean and standard deviation with other algorithms is that
averaging the results of multiple runs can reduce the impact
of accidental results, and the standard deviation indicates
whether the algorithm is stable in 30 runs. A small standard
deviation means that the differences between runs are small,
and the smaller the difference, the more stable the result.
In order to observe the convergence behavior of KMVO algo-
rithm, the convergence curves of two different types of bench-
mark functions are given respectively. As shown in Fig.3 and
Fig. 4, KMVO algorithm has achieved good results compared
with MVO algorithm in both exploration and exploitation
stages. Especially in F3, when the convergence curve tends to
be horizontal, that is, no longer converge, KMVO algorithm
continues to search for the optimal solution by jumping out
of the local optimal through k-means clustering.

C. WILCOXON’S NON-PARAMETRIC RANK SUM
We use the rank-sum test to evaluate the quality of pro-posed
algorithm, and it does not depend on the specific form of the
overall distribution. The rank sum test does not depend on
the specific form of the overall distribution. It is practical
in that it can be applied without regard to the distribution
of the object being studied, or to whether the distribution is
known [45].

To avoid defects, Wilcoxon proposed an improved method,
the Wilcoxon rank sum test [46]. This method considers the
direction and size of the difference, which is more effective
than the symbol test. A similar method can be used to check
for differences in the distribution positions of the test data.
The rank sum test ranks all observations in ascending order,
and the number of each observation in order is called its rank.

Calculate the rank sum for any two of the 30 rounds. This
method compares the rank of each pair, which improves its
testing efficiency. We performed Wilcoxon’s nonparametric
rank sum test on 13 test functions, and the ideal result was
p>0.05, for which we believe that p rejects the null hypoth-
esis and proves that the results are very competitive. As can
be seen in Table 8, our results rejected the hypothesis in most
cases.
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TABLE 8. P values of Wilcoxon rank sum test over 30 runs.

TABLE 9. Lower bounds for AGC,NL(n, d , w).

TABLE 10. Meanings of superscripts.

D. BOUNDS ON DNA STORAGE CODES
We define AGC,NL(n, d,w) as the set of DNA sequences
with length n, Hamming distance d , satisfying the Hamming
distance, GC-content, and no-runlength constraints. In Table
9,AGC,NL(n, d,w) is a lower bound satisfying the constraint
4 ≤ n ≤ 10, 3 ≤ d ≤ n. Bolding indicates a part of our
algorithm that is better than altruistic algorithm [28]. The
values are shown in Table 9, where the meanings of the super-
scripts are shown in Table 10. In addition, to make the results
more convincing, we show the DNA coding set satisfying
combination constraints at n = 9 and d = 6 in Table 11.

TABLE 11. DNA storage codes set in n = 9, d = 6.

After comparing the size of DNA codes set with previous
work, namely Limbachiya [28], most are better than those in
the previous paper. As shown in Table 9, when n = 10 and
d= 7, and the size of our DNA coding set is 1.5 times that of
the previous DNA coding set. The significant improvement
of DNA codes may be attributed to the strong exploration
and development ability of MVO, and the k-means clustering
algorithm improves the iterative optimization ability of the
MVO algorithm. For the same results as before in the table 9,
when d is close to n, KMVO cannot find more effective
solutions because the previous results are close to the upper
bound. Finding a larger code set for a given length cannot
only decrease the code length but can increase the code rate,
which is defined as R = log4M/n [47], where n is the
length of the DNA code, and m is the number of DNA code
sets. When n = 8, d = 3, the result of Limbachiya [28] is
R = log4 289/8 ≈ 0.51. In our method, when n = 7, d
= 3, R = log4 129/7 ≈ 0.51. The code rate reaches the
same level under these two conditions. Therefore, shorter
code lengths can achieve the same performance, and in our
approach, increasing the size of the code set can improve
storage performance.

V. CONCLUSION
We have proposed an improved MVO algorithm to construct
DNA storage codes. The algorithm is inspired by the theory
of multiverses, to which we have added planetary clusters and
new wormhole ideas. The proposed algorithm was compared
with MVO, GA, PSO, and other algorithms based on 13 test
functions, and its statistical results (mean, standard deviation)
were significantly improved. The rank sum test was also used
to evaluate the statistical significance of the algorithm. Due to
the randomness of the metaheuristic algorithm, it is necessary
to reject the test of the null hypothesis. Through the com-
parison of test functions, our proposed algorithm has general
applicability to other problems. DNA storage encoding is a
sub-problem in DNA storage, which our algorithm can be
used to solve. The combination constraints of DNA codes
can effectively limit non-specific hybridization in a reaction.
For this reason, we constructed a larger DNA code set than
previous work under the combinatorial constraints. Simula-
tion experiments show that in many cases our algorithm can
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construct a larger DNA code set than altruistic algorithm and
avoidmore non-specific hybridization. This further illustrates
the superiority of our algorithm. We introduced the concept
of a code rate and further compared the code sets. Our method
can achieve the same code rate with a shorter sequence length,
so it is efficient and more competitive than altruistic algo-
rithm in DNA storage. In other aspects, DNA coding image
encryption [48] and some neural-like computing models, see
e.g. neural networks [49], [50] and parallel computing mod-
els [51], [52] can be considered to design reliable DNA code
set in DNA storage.

In the future, we plan to continue to improve the MVO
algorithm. In our algorithm operation, we can clearly see
from the test functions F9 and F4 that the optimization
process of the algorithm does not last until the end of the
iteration. We will also continue to construct larger collections
of DNA codes to store information more efficiently.
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